
Olivia Walker Non-Portfolio Officer Manifesto: 

Who am I? 

 
"Hi! I'm Liv, an art student currently studying graphic design & digital marketing 
in Manchester, I joined the party in November 2021 and immediately getting stuck in 
campaigning from North Shropshire to Hazel Grove, going on to join the NWYL executive 
a few months after - when I get stuck in, I get stuck right in. My favourite TV show 
is Doctor Who, my favourite singer is Kylie Minogue and I love making fake elections in 
my spare time!" 

Why am I running? 

I'm running to be your next Non-Portfolio Officer because I'd like to bring my experience 
as NWYL NPO to the exec with a fresh, new perspective to help YL prosper further and 
keep being the great youth wing that it is! 

We need someone with experience who can get stuck in immediately - my work as 
the Non-Portfolio Officer for NWYL involved working on a range of different subject areas 
from social media to constitutional amendments to helping to plan action days. I know 
what this role involves and I believe I have what it takes to hit the ground running from 
day one. 

What will I deliver? 

I will bring a fresh voice to the executive, being someone who has only joined the party 
recently and has never been on the exec before, I can bring something new to the table. 

I will work to be a voice for YL members, championing their thoughts & ideas where it is 
possible. 

I will be open and accountable to you, as Non-Portfolio Officer, I would ensure a clear & 
open dialog about my work so you can be kept aware and up-to-date. 

Recommendations: 

Liv has made such a positive contribution to the NWYL exec. She has helped us go from 
strength to strength and refine our strategy, making valuable contributions across a range 
of portfolios. Liv has all the right experience to be YL’s next NPO." 

Callum Clark, Outgoing NWYL Chair 

"The Young Liberals Executive always needs skilled and passionate fresh faces and I 
absolutely believe that with her enthusiasm, Liv would be an amazing addition to the 
Executive!" 

James Bliss, YL Honorary Vice-President 

Please lend me your support! 

 


